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the kr 10 has a self timer but lacks a depth of field preview a feature
that was reserved for its more expensive relatives the ricoh xr 1 and xr
2 one of the kr 10 s coolest features is the split screen focus ring the
kr 10 is an slr for 35mm film made by ricoh beginning in 1980 in some
markets it was designated ricoh xr 1000 s the kr 10se is a minor variant
in silver and omitting the self timer like the kr 5 this model was an
attempt to increase sales by cutting costs the ricoh kr 10 super also
sold as the sears ksx super was an inexpensive 35mm film slr camera
popular in the 1980s and which utilized the pentax k mount f the kr 10
super was introduced by ricoh in 1983 as a significant revision to the
previous kr 10 without suffix the changes include expanding the range of
slow shutter speeds from 4 to 16 seconds moving the shutter release to
be concentric with the shutter speed dial and changing to an electronic
self timer with a front facing indicator led ricoh kr 10 another well
built no nonsense and under estimated camera solid and heavy body good
speeds selection b to 1000 to auto metal curtain and k mount ready for a
power winder nothing more to ask for an entry level camera it seems to
share the body with the kr 5 bestbudgetfilmcamera filmphotography xr10
in this detailed video review we are diving deep into the features and
functions of the ricoh xr 10 also called kr 10x in some markets also
ricoh kr 10 35 mm slr vintage camera review this is a look at a popular
camera from the 1980s the ricoh kr 10 35 mm slr which although it
carries the ricoh name was actually made by cosina this is my pictorial
review of the ricoh kr 10 super a 35 mm film camera which was
manufactured for ricoh in japan in the early 1980s ricoh kr 10 super
35mm slr film camera with 50mm lens 4 673 product ratings
jasonsreallycoolstuff 17 100 positive feedback price 55 00 us 12 99
shipping est delivery wed may 22 tue may 28 returns no returns but
backed by ebay money back guarantee condition used the kr 10x is an slr
for 35mm film from ricoh which accepts k mount lenses in some markets
the same model is labeled xr 10 this camera is based around an
electronically timed shutter which needs two 1 5 volt lr44 sr44 type
batteries to operate it provides both aperture priority autoexposure and
a wide range of manual shutter speeds 1 1000 let s have a closer look to
the ricoh kr 10 super it s a slr camera with aperture priority automatic
exposure or metered manual modes the exposure times automatic manual
mode are going from 1 1000s to 16s yes 16 seconds and there s of course
a bulb mode and a self timer manual focus k mount 35mm slr released by
ricoh in 1983 expanded upon the normal kr 10 with a wider range of slow
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shutter speeds plastic body available in black shutter vertical metal
focal plane 16s 1 1000s b a iso range 12 3200 size 139 x 88 x 54mm
weight 470g throughout testing the kr 10 fell significantly behind the
rebel x when it came to exposures the kr 10 was very sharp in focus but
with color film it becomes very apparent that the camera is hiding a
significant flaw in exposure the xr s the world s first solar powered
slr camera the xr7 with similar futuristic capabilities the kr 10 with
automatic and manual versatility the xr6 with fully automatic
convenience and the kr 5 with easy to use manual control the super shot
adds additional touches that seem quite innovative for the time user
accessible rangfinder adjustment screws behind external screw covers as
found on ukranian rangefinders spring lever motor wind that lasts for 12
shots at a time shutter lock discover all the forms of support that
ricoh usa offers including downloads maintenance services developer
support safety data sheets and much more ricoh r10 bundled goods
accessory are here lens focal lengths described in this web site are
values converted into those for a 35 mm camera equivalent colors of
products and photographs may differ slightly from actual colors due to
website restraints 28 200mm opt ical 7 1 x zoom 10 megapixel ccd 1 2 3
inch type smooth imaging engine the kr 10m is an slr for 35mm film
introduced by ricoh in 1990 in some markets it was sold as the xr 10m or
the xr x 2000 this was the more electronically oriented alternative to
the ricoh kr 5 super ii which was available concurrently the ricoh
company ltd ˈriːkoʊ 株式会社リコー kabushiki gaisha rikō is a japanese
multinational imaging and electronics company it was founded by the now
defunct commercial division of the institute of physical and chemical
research riken known as the riken concern on 6 february 1936 as riken
sensitized paper download software access your downloads by entering
your entitlement id in the form below



ricoh kr 10 review kosmo foto May 12 2024
the kr 10 has a self timer but lacks a depth of field preview a feature
that was reserved for its more expensive relatives the ricoh xr 1 and xr
2 one of the kr 10 s coolest features is the split screen focus ring

ricoh kr 10 camera wiki org the free camera
encyclopedia Apr 11 2024
the kr 10 is an slr for 35mm film made by ricoh beginning in 1980 in
some markets it was designated ricoh xr 1000 s the kr 10se is a minor
variant in silver and omitting the self timer like the kr 5 this model
was an attempt to increase sales by cutting costs

ricoh kr10 super quick and dirty review youtube
Mar 10 2024
the ricoh kr 10 super also sold as the sears ksx super was an
inexpensive 35mm film slr camera popular in the 1980s and which utilized
the pentax k mount f

ricoh kr 10 super camera wiki org the free
camera Feb 09 2024
the kr 10 super was introduced by ricoh in 1983 as a significant
revision to the previous kr 10 without suffix the changes include
expanding the range of slow shutter speeds from 4 to 16 seconds moving
the shutter release to be concentric with the shutter speed dial and
changing to an electronic self timer with a front facing indicator led

ricoh kr 10 facts notes and thoughts about
vintage cameras Jan 08 2024
ricoh kr 10 another well built no nonsense and under estimated camera
solid and heavy body good speeds selection b to 1000 to auto metal
curtain and k mount ready for a power winder nothing more to ask for an
entry level camera it seems to share the body with the kr 5



ricoh xr 10 kr 10x sears ksx super youtube Dec
07 2023
bestbudgetfilmcamera filmphotography xr10 in this detailed video review
we are diving deep into the features and functions of the ricoh xr 10
also called kr 10x in some markets also

ricoh kr 10 35 mm slr vintage camera review Nov
06 2023
ricoh kr 10 35 mm slr vintage camera review this is a look at a popular
camera from the 1980s the ricoh kr 10 35 mm slr which although it
carries the ricoh name was actually made by cosina

ricoh kr 10 super 35 mm slr camera everything
vintage Oct 05 2023
this is my pictorial review of the ricoh kr 10 super a 35 mm film camera
which was manufactured for ricoh in japan in the early 1980s

ricoh kr 10 super 35mm slr film camera with 50mm
lens ebay Sep 04 2023
ricoh kr 10 super 35mm slr film camera with 50mm lens 4 673 product
ratings jasonsreallycoolstuff 17 100 positive feedback price 55 00 us 12
99 shipping est delivery wed may 22 tue may 28 returns no returns but
backed by ebay money back guarantee condition used

ricoh kr 10x camera wiki org the free camera
encyclopedia Aug 03 2023
the kr 10x is an slr for 35mm film from ricoh which accepts k mount
lenses in some markets the same model is labeled xr 10 this camera is
based around an electronically timed shutter which needs two 1 5 volt
lr44 sr44 type batteries to operate it provides both aperture priority
autoexposure and a wide range of manual shutter speeds 1 1000



lomography ricoh kr 10 super zenitar fisheye
lens a Jul 02 2023
let s have a closer look to the ricoh kr 10 super it s a slr camera with
aperture priority automatic exposure or metered manual modes the
exposure times automatic manual mode are going from 1 1000s to 16s yes
16 seconds and there s of course a bulb mode and a self timer

ricoh kr 10 super camera kamerastore Jun 01 2023
manual focus k mount 35mm slr released by ricoh in 1983 expanded upon
the normal kr 10 with a wider range of slow shutter speeds plastic body
available in black shutter vertical metal focal plane 16s 1 1000s b a
iso range 12 3200 size 139 x 88 x 54mm weight 470g

reviewing the ricoh xr 10 slr film camera magna
images Apr 30 2023
throughout testing the kr 10 fell significantly behind the rebel x when
it came to exposures the kr 10 was very sharp in focus but with color
film it becomes very apparent that the camera is hiding a significant
flaw in exposure

ricoh srl systems manuals instruction manual
user butkus Mar 30 2023
the xr s the world s first solar powered slr camera the xr7 with similar
futuristic capabilities the kr 10 with automatic and manual versatility
the xr6 with fully automatic convenience and the kr 5 with easy to use
manual control

ricoh super shot matt s classic cameras Feb 26
2023
the super shot adds additional touches that seem quite innovative for
the time user accessible rangfinder adjustment screws behind external
screw covers as found on ukranian rangefinders spring lever motor wind
that lasts for 12 shots at a time shutter lock



support and downloads ricoh usa Jan 28 2023
discover all the forms of support that ricoh usa offers including
downloads maintenance services developer support safety data sheets and
much more

ricoh r10 digital cameras ricoh global ricoh
imaging Dec 27 2022
ricoh r10 bundled goods accessory are here lens focal lengths described
in this web site are values converted into those for a 35 mm camera
equivalent colors of products and photographs may differ slightly from
actual colors due to website restraints 28 200mm opt ical 7 1 x zoom 10
megapixel ccd 1 2 3 inch type smooth imaging engine

ricoh kr 10m camera wiki org the free camera
encyclopedia Nov 25 2022
the kr 10m is an slr for 35mm film introduced by ricoh in 1990 in some
markets it was sold as the xr 10m or the xr x 2000 this was the more
electronically oriented alternative to the ricoh kr 5 super ii which was
available concurrently

ricoh wikipedia Oct 25 2022
the ricoh company ltd ˈriːkoʊ 株式会社リコー kabushiki gaisha rikō is a
japanese multinational imaging and electronics company it was founded by
the now defunct commercial division of the institute of physical and
chemical research riken known as the riken concern on 6 february 1936 as
riken sensitized paper

ricoh global production print software software
downloads Sep 23 2022
download software access your downloads by entering your entitlement id
in the form below
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